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KIRKLAHD-POaCUPIKE AREA 
S.E. GUIBORD TQWTPmiP

25 CLAH^ GRQtf
DETAILSD GEOLOGICA

i
t REPORT

JULY 7. 1950

1. INTRODUCTION:

Work in this area was recommended initially in a report dated 
January 18, 1950, Toronto, by Dominion Gulf Geologist G. E. Parsons* Prior 
to the date of the current report the writer spent three weeks doing the 
detailed geology of the 25 claims and of areas immediately adjoining these. 
(The work was hampered unduly by excessive rain)* The detailed geology was 
planned as a preparation for geophysical work and any diamond drilling vhioh 
might followo Particular attention was given to structure and rock alteration.

The report is accompanied by a map drawn to the scale ln * 4,00*. All 
of the outcrops there have been located from the base line - picket line system 
with the exception of:

(1) The large outcrop at the lower end of Lot 3 t Con. I, and
(2) The most southwesterly outcrop of Lot 5f Son. I.

These two were located from air photographs. 

2* SIM-IARY. CONCLUSIONS UT) RIXOMMENDAT^OHS;

This report described in detail what has been seen of the geological 
formations, structure, mineralization, and alteration on the property,

The zone to the south, including the 1,000 foot band of sediments is 
oonsidered to be consistent in its southeast to easterly strike, as indicated 
by the continuance of a flow sequence identified on three outcrops* The cross 
faults here have right hand offsets and are not thought to be important, at 
least as far east as the east side of Lot 3* However, the strike faulting is 
significant and appears to intensify towards the south.

f The carbonate zone is irregular, and its strike varies* It has been 
injected with stocks and dikes of syenite, and this system is very hard, and 
brittle. The zone in question has a width of over 800 feet. There may, indeed, 
be more than one carbonate zone if those occurrences in Lots 7 and 8, of Con* 
II do not belong to the carbonate zone on the Gulf property. It is felt that 
where the zone binds the syenite widens and fractures most. Its fractures 
appear to be perpendicular to the strike as well as parallel,

There is evidence of hydrothermal alteration affecting greenstones in
the proximity of the syenite dikes and stock.

The writer has projected the band of sediments to the northwest on 
strike with and at a normal distance of 2,000 feet away from the regular horiton 
of siliceous tuffs to the south of it 0

The eastward extension of the carbonate-syenite stock system has been 
assumed with relation to proximity with a hydrothenaally altered occurrence of



greenstone, and to exist to the north of the most northern carbonate float 
occurrence.

?. TOPOGRAPHY; ' - . l ''-

The southeastern portion of Guibord Township, being considerably lower 
than the broad expanse of sand to the north is low, flat and wet. The drainage 
is to the southwest. A. pronounced ridge strikes N-S from 8,000 E on the base 
line and is covered with diabase boulders. It is presuned that this ridge hides 
the large diabase dike, the extension of the strike of which coincides with it.

A. TABLE A-ID DESCRIPTION GF FORMATIONS; 

Table of Formations

Ke,weenawan - 
j latachewan - 
Algooan

Keewatin

H.li. striking olivene diabase dikes. 
".S. striking diabase dikes. 
Feldspar porphyry dikes.
Syenite and granite dikes, stocks, and bosses. 

_____ Carbonates.
- Carbonatized chlorite schist.
- Pediments.
- Tuff Agglomerate,
- Lava Flows and Sills. 

Minor basic sill - age unknown.

Keewatin

Lava Flovfs and Sills, Of the two distinct types of lavas noted by 
Prest in his preliminary report on the geology of Guibord Township, only the one 
to the south of the carbonate zone was seen in the area mapped. The lava lying 
to the south of the carbonate zone and seen by the writer may be placed in two 
classifications.

1. That lava exposed south of and near the carbonate zone.
2. That lava which exists in the southern portion of ihe area

mapped.

The classification, whether a coincidence or because of the scarcity of outcrop 
holds the lava north of the sediments as separate and different from that tp 
the south of the sedimentary band. However, I do not feel that this distinction 
should become too significant until nore of the lavas to the north of the 
sedimentary band have been viewed where exposed to bettor advantage to the west, 
of the property. Actually, all outcrops of the lava near the carbonates, and 
in the case of this group of claims, north of the sediment^* are strongly 
altered, discoloured by epidote, recrystallized, brittle arid well jointed. 
This description is characteristic of the small outcrop of greenstone north 
of 8400 E on the base line.

The lavas south of the sediments are fresh by comparison with those 
exposed to the north of it, and have a characteristic green colour. The most - 
southerly of these, a series of flows with medium-grained bases and pillowed tops
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weather a characteristic brown. (This can be seen on outcrops in Lot 7, 
Cons. II, and Lots, 6, 5i A* Cons. l). This series is topped by a 6 to 8 
foot band of well bedded and barded siliceous tuffs which can be noted on 
the three most easterly of the above mentioned outcrops on the nap. Below 
this is a fresh, greenish weathering, very coarse grained broad flow of some 
200 feet or nore in width. (It has the coarse texture and freshness of a sill 
or dike but is not considered as being one).

Tiiff-Agrilonerate. A band of over 4.0 feet in width consisting of grey 
weathering, and pitted bombs ranging from l inch to 10 inches in length, 
flattened along the strike, and separated by a very fine grained dark green 
tuff material separates the younger lava series on its south from the older, 
inter-lava sedimentary band on its north. These tuff-agglomerates are seen in 
two instances, once in Lot 3, Cons. I and once in Lot 2, Cons. II.

Sedirents. A continuous band of uninterrupted sediments of over 1,000 
feet in width is well exposed in two groups of outcrops near the east end of 
the property. . The best section across this band can be seen on the prominent 
outcrop on line 11,000 E. Starting at the bottom with the oldest numbers (which 
are at the north side of the exposure) the first 400 feet approximately are 
very distinctly banded beds of greywacke with gritty bottoms and fine grained 
tops. The beds here vary ir. width from 2" to several fest. As one progresses 
southward some medium to spall pebble conglomerate zones are noticed. The most 
southerly 300 feet of this band does not contain any visible bedding except for 
the exposure on line 7,800 E. This south portion of the sediments appears to 
consist of very coarse grained greywacke or preferably arkose judging from the 
angularity of the fragments and the unrounded condition of the feldspar fragments 
in it. VJhere sheared this south portion has altered noticeably to a platy schist. 
On one occasion this schist was noted to have contained opalescent quartz "eyes". 
It nevertheless cannot be Qlassified as a sheared porphyry here.

The above described sedimentary sequence was duplicated in exposures 
on line 9,000 E. The north contact of this series is not' seen anywhere on the 
property. However, according to Dr. Prest*s napping it shows up further west 
along it's strike in Lot B , 7on. II.

Carbonated^ Chlorite Schist. A. very small exposure of this type of 
altered rook i s seen to exist on the lower side of the carbonates in Lot 5* 
Con. II. It was felt advisable that this be separated because of its possible 
structural significance. The width of the exposure would not be nore than 10 
feet. However the shearing and alteration were intense as the schist was 
quite talcose. Strikes on the schist ranged fron N 80 E on the west to S 70 N 
100 feet to tiie east (astronomic azimuth). The irregular diabase dike of that 
outcrop lies along it and strikes parallel with it.

Carbouates. This formation outcrops in Lot 5, Con. II, and evidence of 
its eastern extension is manifest by the numerous carbonate floats along the 
length of the north-south rid^c at 8,000 E and on the slopes of the most 
easterly sedimentary outcrop on the property. These boulders have been found 
200 feet north of the base line at 8,000 E. (It is possible that some or all 
of this float could have originated in the carbonates at '..'ayne Lake in Concession 
P/). It is also felt that the occurrence of green carbonates 200 feet south 
of the base line at 7,800 E is float rather than outcrop, Judging from the 
presence of boulders surrounding it.
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Much attention has been paid to the carbonates in 
witnessed by the large amount of trenching and stripping 
there. No positive signs of later faulting or shearing 
However, the fractured and jointed condition of the 
brecciated nature of the carbonates, and the injection of; 
evidence of deformation prior to the period, of alteration.

The carbonates themselves appear as a buff or
original rock which has been cemented by solutions which solidified to 
a very hard, and brittle, pink, grey, mauve, and gi
containing some feldspar, hematite, and l-2# pyrite. Some green carbonates 
art" present with associated fuchsite or mariposite.

The cemented breccia has been out by northwest striking, fine-grained* 
pink to salmon-red syenite dikelets up to 4 ' in width, fhese s^ :iff shoots -|?: 
of the main northwest striking dike of syenite which lies to the south of the.t 
northernmost occurrence of carbonates. In one place parallel fracturing ..iff: : : : tff; - 
the carbonate matrix striking K 10 E (ast.) were filled with 
stringers of quartz, feldspar, fuchsite and pyrite. These in 
cut by a set of parallel fractures striking l! 80 E ( ast.) and filled with 
1/2 inch of carbonates. Very little actual quartz veining was seen in the 7 * ; 
carbonateso ,' 7s;;,,

The carbonate zone contacts do not present any clear 'oufc^jrtafike - nl" 
direction. However, they do tend to trend roughly parallel, or a little steeper 
than the assumed strike of the sediments to the south. The general strike of 
the zone, including the syenite dike as evidence, is 1250 - 1300 ftit. fhe If 
overall width of the carbonate occurrence, as evidenced here is approximately 
800 feet. The zone is likely wider than this since it is 

j northeast, and has a lesser possibility of being open to the 
width approaches agreement with that of the " same" zone farther to *he

The greenstone with which the carbonates are .ijiUj^l^^fMSikJi^teli'^ 
from their relations on the nap are themselves strongly oarbonatiaed, and can 
be correctly classed as carbonatized greenstones* -i :fv

::::-::i.iP'K

 :*-''isS-i

Algonan;

Syenite and Granite Dikes. Stocks, and Bosses. Ali* 
iioi

of .;.
intrusive rock outcropping in Lots 3 and 4~sjid""Cbn6ess.ic*i|i^l;:'i^^^l^li(M.;l*^^^ 
seen by the writer. Some specinens contain quartz Jiihile^^t^^^^oit^.l^lj^pii; 
would lead one to question its being granite or syenite. Howejvwj Prest ||7

to porphyriticconsiders it a typical pink Pre-Carabrian granite-of 
texture. Parsons states that it contains soda feldspar, .and 
aagnesian roinerals. It is occasionally reddened by narrow 
alteration and is cut by porphyritic syenite dikelets* In 
in Lots 3 and 4 and Con. II and III, quarts stringers seldom 
It, Those that did were very narrow and struck N SO0 E to E-W.: 
undoubtedly intrudes the very northern edfje of the property in^ 
-Judging from the geophysical map. -' - : - ;

-1-, :,: 
'A^-'~

 i?*!!i:

- Closely adjacent, in Lot 5, Con. II, a stock of ..,^~ i^^w^,,^^^)^ti^;ti 
redder syenite intrudes the zono of carbonates, and has pt^jis^tflAjd^lfflji^ 
dikelets of still finer syenite fingering along the presumed " " 
"carbonate structure,, .One finds porphyritic syenite dikelets 
and existing in outcroppings to the south of the oain outcrop of carbonates*



Both ̂  stock and the dikes show considerable red coloration 
to be the result of introduction of henatite, and they 
of pyrite, ouartz stringers were significantly absent. The aain 
dike of syenite showed a tendency to shear along
southeast was slightly sheared in a southeasterly 
at N 50 E (about at right angles "to its strike),-

;': t0^piS*i||i|Pifa " ?" ;isIoeJiil'*~*''*''"''''' 
iiMlMir-""

It cannot truly be stated whether or not this 
of the larger boss to the east or not. In any event 
with the carbonate zone, and because the occurrence of 
description in Lots 8 and 9, Con. IV, and the intrusive in Lot 7, Con. II 
which no description is available) are also associated with the oarbonates, 
it is concluded that all three exposures belong to the sane intrusive systen.

The greenstone on the south of, and in close contact with this syeait* 
Stock is strongly altered, - it is felt hydro thermally. The rook ;.haa becooe ""/r- -; 

IE very fine-grained, brittle and black with epidote stains, f his "tSiBti'Min i*: 
correlated with the magnetic anomaly in Lots 5, 6 and 7, Con. I and H.

A dike of syenite exists in Lots 3 and 4, Con,. I, It is very dark 
fine-textured and contains considerable associated hematite. The 
approximately 200 feet in width, and strikes with the strike of the 
That it followed a shearing on strike fault is fairly evident from the sheared^ 

li nature of its most easterly outcrop which consists of sheared and syenitised Tl

^jfff-^

^ "ii!

J,: J4sr~~±j . B'SJi

The south contact of the dike is gradations!,' while 
-north is quite sharp over 2 to 3 feet. This northern contact 
both along its strike and also at H 60 E. It is oarbonatiaed, xsontalnf 
quartz stringers and soao pyrite. There nay have been ' 
along this contact following the injection of the dike.

Feldspar Porphyry. None of this intrusive is present 
.the property. However, a dike of it 10 feet in width is in 

pjjfwuth side of an outcrop just to the west of the property, 
[strike of the lava flows, was unaltered, and unsheared. It 
white feldspar phonocryats in a black groundmass :6f what 
coarse hornblende.

I'Katachewan

"These- are the normal north-south striking diabase 

Keweenawan

One dike cutting the north-south diabase dikes, and striking in a - S? 
; northeasterly direction was napped in Lot 3, Con. I. ' J; "';

. v. A set of two to three narrow basic dlkelets follow a flov horizon toff
IR idle south of the sedimentary band. These dikes have bean seen cutting\: pl|U.ol|i|i : 
t They are two to tiiree feet in width, and are of unknown .ago*-'jylft^-^ ; -- ': -\- ..'.2..o."-''.tii

1 ' ~ :-:: : : - ' t i : ' ; '.' ' . . . ' r": :.i*s-

5. STRUCTURE; . - -^''.V:' 1 .' - : . ''-'-m

All of the lavas that have been mapped to the Bouth of - ^ ^ 
strike southeast, and face south. Dip measurements of from vertical to 800 to
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the aarth on tiie siliceous tuff band indicate some ov
of the northernmost members of the broad sedimentary band 
to the south of 700 . (This could indicate a degree 
the sediments and the south lavas, but this is hot' likely 
instance).

A sequence has been worked out, as mentioned 
south of the sediments, the repetition of which ac 
and 3 of Con. l , lead the writer to believe that little 
has taken place along the cross faults. The consistency
foot wide sedimentary band across the whole width of the township leads further 
evidence to this argument. Cn the large outcrop of lavas in Lot 5, Con. l, * 
one can see both left and right hand offsets (although the latter are by 
the nore predominant), moving the narrow band of siliceous tuffs by as 
10 feet along NU and N-S striking cross faults which are now so tight one 
not insert a knife edge into them.

Most of the lava outcrops show evidence of strike faulting, and 
closely parallel to the strike of the flows. In addition, many of the flow 
show signs of brecciation and squeezing, and occasionally bands of oarbonatised 
schist up to 20 feet wide are formed along such faults, (e.g., specimen MM 8,
Lot 3, Con. I). . " . : ": . :'V:f;.:

Strong carbonate alteration has developed along a shearing 75 feet ; i 
wide, Lot 3* Con. I. This has been accompanied by injection of quartz and 
pyrite, (the Marshall Vein). However, there is additional evidence here 
the mineralization localization may be due to a change in strike of the shearing.

The presence and strike of the syenite body to the south is further , 
evidence of weakness along the strike of the flows* ' - - I

The band of sediments shows good evidence of flexuring on outcrops in 
Lot 2, Con. I . Such flexuring would likely be carried out, to a lesser degree 
at least, into the lavas both north and south of the sediments. - ;:,j;,

" :.:' - ! " , " ~fe~ LJ^L:' " ' ~~A

Strong shearing crosses the bottom of the sediment outcrops in Lot ̂  
Con. I, and has been interpreted as a northwest striking fault. Although the 
shearing and alteration (carbonatization and schisting) in the sediments has 
been intense over a width of over 200 feet, the shearing cone being open at the 
south side in addition thore cannot have been ouch lateral displacement . ,;. 
judging from the lack of offset of the sediments. The fairly strong t 
in the sediments to the west in Lot 3 * Con. I, and in the contacting broken 
which has the same strike as the assumed fault was likely caused by the sameMor 
identical dynamic forces. The movement on the fault may have been vertical*f | 
The sediments in the proximity of the shearing contained numerous quarts veins 
(barren l ooking) which were found to dip flatly north and south. They Io6lce||ii| 
be filling tension fractures. ; 111'3

If the large boss of syenite-granite is younger than the carbonates, 
then it is possible that in places at least along its south contact it aay 
obliterate the carbonates. In fact an enlargement of the syenite stock and 
dike system which does follow the carbonates could blot the latter cut.

MINERALIZATION: . ' - ' -, :---. - ; : ; .--. .-g 

This in the main consists of small, scattered, barren looking quart*
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striH^rs with associated pyrite, and frequently -,_. 
Except for the Marshall Veins nothing of any size was 
were taken in these various veins.

7* ALTERATION;

This is summarized as follows*
f

1. The carbonate-chlorite talc alteration near

2. Carbonatization and alight pyritization has been
(a) along sheared flow contacts (e.g. Marshall Veins).
(b) along the brecciated and sheared south sediment-sLava

contact. r 1 .
(c) in the sheared and flexured sediments at the south 

of their most easterly exposure.

l

f,.4':lt;ilS

,; ,; JOB

vifi- t:^l"'

3. The carbonatization causing the buff alteration
of the carbonate zone, and the alteration of the adjoining 
greenstones.

4. The silicification and/or syenitization of the carbonate zone.

5. The hematite solution alteration of tile 
the syenite stock and dikes*

6. The hydrothermal alteration of the greenstones near the syenite 
dike - developing a fine-grained, brittle, black rock with S 
green epidote stains. ^ '-- : --,'-- S /

fa ECONOMIC POSSIBILITIES: - : " ( ' ^ "". "2; ;*|

The writer feels that the contact zones of the syenite*granite aass^ 
both sides are important loci for gold deposition, that rich,,f*!~"t| mauve ;; ;|;; 
colored dikes and strong pyrite mineralization in tee carbonates are both |p 
significant.

i'iCr^riiBiSl 
'.t ' - . ..tfi-iS"

::;j" c "" n s'r iiffic:-: 1:1

rftefl
S^l^'^ti

*3*''SifS|

 

The talc chlorite schist south of Chuwgr Lake in
line up with the NW striking fault on the north side of the large sediaentary^ 
.band in NW Guibord. If this were the case, if the fault were falrljr flat, 
and normal faulting were to }iave taken place along it, then 
syenite to the north in Concessions 5 and 6 might veil be 
the large syenite-granite boss in Concessions 2 and 3 . It 
note that the sequence from north to south of syenite,
duplicated. However, there are other interpretations here which perhaps arejf 
more logical. . ,, ,,,,

Respectfully subaitted,

TijSr'itiss*'";'? .

is-iii 
"H"'-. .L,.!!; •^j^s. r,,:;; y

i '..lE^Jf-i '... ''~T,:

1^2*^23

(B) M. D. MoCunoch 

Approved!

J. P. Nowlan, Fh.D.
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INTERPRETATICN OF QHOgND

GUIBORD TO'^SHIP CLAIMS

i;rraODUOTIOH

The survey area, composed of 25 claims, is located in the south 
east corner of Guibord Township in the Province of Ontario. It la
50 niles due east of Timnins. An Askania magnetometer was used in 
survey, along picket lines 400 feet apart. Readings were 'taken '"at' 10Qy;-v -|lsSi 
foot intervals with intermediate readings where necessary. Accompanying 
this report, are the following maps: (1) ground magnetics contoured to :l 
100 garana intervals, (2) interpretation overeheet to be used in con 
junction with the contoured raa^netics. Both maps Are on a scale of ; 
l inch = 400 feet.

Detailed geology was mapped by H. D. McCulloch, July 7, 1950. 
In general, the rocks are andesites, sediments with xiiabase and syenite - 
intrusions. Hydrothermal alteration and development of carbonate is . . 
conraon. Andes!tic lavas occur in the northern and southern portion of ~- 
the claim block with sediments lying in between. Hook exposures fora r 
only a small percentage of the claim block.

SUMMARY ^ ^ . ... ,. T;,.!,

In the interpretation, it was possible to outline the sedimentary 
belt throughout the length of the property. It trends roughly N 70  W   
through the centre of the claim group and is flanked on the north and ^ 
south by andesitic lavas. Numerous N-S diabase dikes have been interpreted 
as well ac cross-faults. One possible strike fault, the extension of the 
Kelore Fault is indicated. 4i;

On the interpretation overlay, contacts and faults are indicated
with anomalies numbered for ease of reference. ." T * i' " *" r :-

Magnetically, the area may be divided into three distinct 
There are two anomalous areas, one in the north and one in toe south. , A ' ; 
uniform niagnetic low, striking about !f TO0 W centrally through tile olaim,:.| 
group, separates these two areas. Broadly speaking, the anoAalous areas 
correspond to lavas, while the central low corresponds to a band of I 
sediments.

The northern anomalous area is of most interest. It comprises i! 
the area north of Anomalies l, 2, 10, 12, 13, 47, 31, 48, 50, 62, 64, 71 j 
73, 74, 75. The south contacts of the above-mentioned anomalies have been 
interpreted as the sedimentary-lavas oontact with lavas lying to the * 
north. Characterising the northern anomalous area is a complexity of 
magnetic bands trending generally H TO0 W. The anomalous bands may be 
in part to more magnetic flows or hydrothermal alteration* Since strongly 
magnetic diabasic flows occur in the general area, it is likely that many 
of the anomalies are caused by then. Anomaly 6 has been Interpreted as a 
diabase dike. I
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North of claim L-55857, a carbonate
geologically. It was hoped to be able to trace tnia . 
No direct evidence for such a fault zone was observed* However, 
limits for such a fault have been indicated between Anonalles 5 and 17, 
and 33, 54 and 37. This zone is of potential economic importance.

A number of cross-faults have been interpreted in
anomalous area. Indefinite limits indicate a fault between Anomalies 2 |f i 
and 10. Another fault is indicated by indefinite limits '^tiifliin'--!!^!^.!^!::* 
12 and 13 and east of Anomaly 29. A fault striking east of nprth  offa ^ -;- 
AnoBialies 30, 47, 60, 61 south of Anomalies'1/,, 13, 45, 44, 46, A possible 
fault exists with indefinite limits between Anomalies 19 and 20, 48 and ! 
50. Eastward, a fault offsets Anomaly 64 north of Anomaly 62, A fault 
trending NE passes west of Anomalies 56,55, 70 and 71 and east of 
Anomalies 27, 38, 36, 37 and 64o Anomaly 74 is offset about 400 feet 
south of 73 by a fault. . :, ;

Immediately south of the northern anomalous mass, Iles a uniform 
magnetic low about 1,200 feet wide and trending generally H TO0 W, The 
southern limits of the low are indicated by the north contacts of 
Anomalies 42, 45, 60, 65, 80, 86 and 99. Sediments are found within, this 
low. llorth of Anomalies 86 and 99, the geologic contact corresponds 
renarkably well with the magnetic contact. On this basis, the magnetic t 
low has been interpreted as a sedimentary band. A number of N-S anomalies 
such as 9, 11, 49, 87, 70 exist which have been interpreted as diabase 
dikes. One dike indicated by Anomalies 87 and 69* correspondsalso to a- 
fault as traced to the north and south. A number of minor magnetic highs 
occur within the sedimentary band. Some may be due to local alteration 
but Anoualies 29, 66, 68, 68A and 88 indicate a weakly magnetic horizon |L 
within the sediments. ' ;|: l: ";

A number of faults cut the sediments. At the western5 end, a fault 
passes east of Anomaly 29. Another fault has been interpreted west ̂  *f| t 
Anomaly 68, offsetting 68A to the north. At Anomaly'87, a dike has been 
interpreted. A fault is indicated as well. The fault nay have controlled
the intrusion of the dike. %-j

South of/and including Anomalies 42, 45* 60, 65* BO, 86 and 99 l i 
lies another couple* anomalous area. It is characterized by parallel - 
magnetic bands trending roughly U TO0 W. The area has "been interpreted '3JB ^ 
lavas with more magnstic flows causing individual magnetic bands* As has 
been previously stated, the sedimentary-lava contact is veil defined , : 
magnetically at Anomalies 86 and 99. Anomaly 99 has been offset north of 
Anomaly 66 by an interpreted fault indicating an offset in the sediment- 
lava contact. Westward, a fault offsets Anomalies 44* 45* 46 north of 
Anomalies 60 and 61. A possible fault may exist between Anomalies 39* - 
40 and 41. :

CONCLUSIONS . , ^ .

The area of interest is the possible eastward extension of the 
Kelore Fault. A possible fault zone has been Interpreted which should 
be further investigated by drilling. Since the fault limits "tre indefinite* 
it is suggested that a cross-section be drilled to localize the fault* u

Respectfully submitted* ;|
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QUIBURD SEISMOGRAPH

LOCATION . ' ; ..'.A-" ;.- s . : , ., 

The Guibord Project is located on the Dominion Gulf claims in. . ;. '' ;v '.' - u. -' '- . . -t.'. ; .'-

the southeast corner of Guibord IJowisUipj Ontario, f{ls^ft44o These claims

lie Hi miles e ast-southeast of the town Of Matheson (on the O.No Railway
' ' . . - ' i ' ' -V* J"

and highway no e 11). They can be raacned by jeep road and tractor trid.V 

from the highway running east from this town*
' ; . -' ' ' '.?' ''-'- :'- .:.' s-. 

EXHIBITS . ;, "

Jiap No. 2 - Contoured Transparency of Overburden Thickness (and Kelati"**

JSlevetions of Bedrock Surface). Scale* l iachA^) i'eet 

Map No. 3 - barker Velocity idap. Scaler l inchAOO, f eat 

Depth Chai't ftot* 26? -/ '. ; j;-

SUMMARY AMD CONCLUSIONS - , . . .

Refraction Seismograph work on the Guibord claims was initialed 

in order to determine, wliere possible, the geologioAl structures hidden 

under the mantel of overburden* These structures were determined from 

the configuration of the bedrock surface, ae calculated from the ow-i ~ 

burden tnicknesses and the topography, and from th* bedrock marker ; 

velocities and their transitions* - ' .V,w ^

Overburden tnicknesses arid relative undulations Q& tfce bed-
, ' :' ' ' ' - ' ' \ '- " v,..1 - f -'

rock surface ranging from O to 200 feet are shown on kap Uo. 2. Siftftf : 

the topography can be considered flat, both Of the' above i^aaureioenta , ' v. -- ' : - - '- -H'-U-^V'^^
are essentially the sarae and can be presented on the on* map* Tha* ' ••••-•t

- ' ' ' : '~ ' ' ' '~ ' ''"' '/V ' ^

prominent low in the center of the map was first indicated by sectional ,f

rts^-y:-''' 

Vi;^;^•- -^m
•*- 'v-'; .T?^ 

"' ' ."' : " --' y^'t

' ' f--
-'•'f.
•••i'-.i

,-'.'. j. '' 'jr. -{f-'' ;: rv-kS

-.;':^v•,*-w.-
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diamond drilling. 6ubseq\3eftt

showed that it has a nortowest^trend |*U^ii i&es up' , -' - " 'C ~-~, " :-i;;' i .^vi;;'-' /V'' —"

northwest trend further to tbs wwiheast* ~

low trends were found, cutting 'a^ro*5^ih•^fl^&lJM:J^^::j^slaSi':S^aero**, .tho: ,,opi^^^;|p:;||p: ;* ^.j^ 

- . . Map !to./^ shows th* rel^^ie'gi^^;^ 

The colors used fpr the velo:itJ^s^1ietf ihosen to ro*t 

are' probably the. corresponding gaologd^- fOTiwtlQn^* *^,^h^ bafje

the low trends with accompanying 

supporting geological and magnetic 

are shown on the mapo Postulated Fe

^pSiiw^
4 ,,' ;W j',- *^^i^jt'C'.V- "*;f v l iA *':^r ;,^p 
iT-j- 'fi :- ±i'ii a^jC&E^AiiifO .fe~'.^4'J*KJ^

as it is believed to be part of the Jtarcupiai*

In addition to the- foregoing

pertinent geological contacts ind outcrops with t 

extensions*

A high'axis extend* from thf 6yentt*-0
•- .- - -. . , ' A''V\"V.' ' - - : --'.

in the northwest corner of the nap to'thie e'aSt

Base line* This high coincides.with;
with syenite'in the sectional -^**^"^- ^±~'*'^liAX:wfaLx*2m

of 15,500 feet per second, beliered associated with ej^^o^-^
also occurs on this axis near itsT^as*;."^^ '•-'"^^'"•^^••^•^•'^• i^-

as a mor*? resistant ridge

Syenite bodies. Tli^ s/unite

end of the axis and oOttld
"' ' . ''. - "' ~.

faulting is also 

favorable for

' i ' :iy

^;v;;. • ••.' ,' .r;

W--
y*v

; -^ - ^w^+K' '-^m^y^'^my
b* thf ̂ laftdWaliJ^'^le^^
-. v^-'"-:.: '3r*,*M'-^ y^MSmn^^M

'W ^^ition.;;: \ :-r;;-;::,:'-"--:-:;',.' v ; '::'^^@ySplf v
' ' - r ' 1 - - ' .' :** J.' /- . ' '- ' -'-"t . ' .v ",,"''.-. - * ' v-.'n-,;,^:.^,,^ A-? *)*i.''*y:';i:

•^M^iK^^^V^'ljJifefi^^ -:4^;i
1 '^j,"- ;, i " 1 .1-,- , ^..-- ,
'^?- :^v:'-::r'?
'',- r^*Kv^.V: v.V'



The similarity of velocities in the volcanics 

along the north contact of the sedimentary belt prevented r| 

of this contact with the seismograph. The contact as snown is based 

primarily upon known geological information, a magnetic flexure 

drilling and a few velocity transitions, L

Velocities above 18,800 feet per second are associate 

diahase. A swarm of diabase dines has been interpreted on this
. -. ' :- ; - - ; • -, i?:^-~:-:ft^

Many of these correspond with magnetic highs. A somewhat different ^ ; ;Sl3 

interpretation than the one shorn is possible in a few instances but 

the more probable one is presented* Although these dikes are - 

unimportant as far as ore deposition here is concerned, their locatl 

is important from the mining point of view since they can dilute the 

ore zone and increase mining costs, : r ™^ r ;vv--
" " "* - 'r^ .-.: . --

Follow-up dianond drilling is suggested at several location*, 

based on tne results described herein. ' iffrS

INTRODUCTION

SUMMARY OF W KKQ*K GEOLOGY ; 

FRESfiMlATXON OF THE SEISMIC PROBLEM ^ ;.-
' ' ' t ., . :--\. ' ",,.

Most of Guibord Township is underlain b/ Keewatin lavas 

sediments which belong to the eastward extension of the Porcupine 

These ruc^js are cut J^y later iatrusivee c f Algou.an 

bosses, stocks and dikes of granite, syenite and 

^"ortlierlj trending diabase dikes, post Algoman in age, 
'above'rocks. ;. '. .. - .' '- - ; - ' ;".-',^T'

Dominion Gull, claims ''X25 in
- '

i ' . - , , -
of a narrow sedimentary band in an, extensive

'^
" '"

- - v j



folded basic lavas and related intrusive?.* in

claims this series strikes

south with almost vertical nips*

squth of the sedimentary band belong to s

the north.

Small irregular syenite intrusive* of 

lavas on ^he northwest corner bf the

occur towards the central portion of
' ' - . ,;- \ ' :, K,-. 

drilling. The syenite has been shown to be one of ';:**

host rocxs for gold deposition in the area*

its al-ility" to shatter and hold

during diastrophism. In addition, the ^niaiis

related to the ore-oearijig

zones yf wcaknosa as the intrusive* .

Carbonate zones and other evidences of 

occur along shear zones on outcrop* in tho fi( 

alteration as well as much of the schistosity 

and is probably related to the pra-cre^intrasite

The porcupine "break* (carbonate tone)";-is;bi 

the claims from the north side of the 

Lelto If this is true the plane of the break 

or bowed out to the south by the large Algojian f 

occurs north of the claim group. Since the 

(fall of 1^50) suggests numerous breaks and cross
.i,

and since the favorable rocks and possibly title, 

deposition are present, the aroa looks promising



1 . ;ii,,;; ^i3r;Wli*iii| :,K;ii 
••-^^^^^1^^

Sectional drilling across the baseline 

(see Map.No. 3) indicated that a buried,valley 

about 100 feet deep, relative to the sides, e3dst^;4|4i^i 

Sorau o i' the shearing in t&e diamond drill -SQi-es^is: .r.ps: 

deepest part of this valley. Beforo the present 

it stained ver^ probable thet this correspondence 

and tnat a topographic linear p 

shearinc. lne seismograph survey was based on this

The primary purpose of the present 

obtain an overburden thickness map by refraction 

the topography is essentially fiat this map should 

the unaulations of the bedrocK surface and reveal 

and extent of linears (faults) buried by the

Sorae of tfte secondary objectives of the survey,

(a) outlining of the

(b) outlinin? any o thor significant buried ̂ fulajifs 

(c ) determining if possible soinu of the

displacements presents

Prior to the survey it ies felt that the .l* 

spaced northerly trending diabase ditces nould interfere 

the survey. The reason was that the raag 

survey was to be conducted ran north- 

dikes strike obliquely.

GEOPHYSICAL INTERPRETATION AMD GBOLOQICAji 

3F THE GEOPHYSIQAIi DATA .-:



(a) Overburden Thickness Determinating!*! 

the Bedrock Surface

Map No. 2 shows the contoured 

thickness. Since the ground surfac* is 

represents the configuration of the bedrock 

The delsy tiaes uere converted to 

accompanyinp depth chart. This chart is 

ehooting in three diamond drill holes near 

and the Base Line. It incorporates a 

a depth of about 20 feet which *as found .fJPOp 

surveys, and which probably indicates bett,er 

this depth. The diamond drill logs Stew that a 

a depth of approximately U2 feet' and-overiies 

of sand, gravel and boulders. In places, 

glacial till occurs at the surface* ft-esujMbly the 

from these higher areas and redaposited 

material may be rather loose and tay account for 

slow speed material encountered in the vertical

Since the overburden vari*

irith corresponding changes in vertical velocity, 

chart can be presumed to shift sonei 

consequent error in the depth values. The 

probably have an accuracy of t.OQ2 seconds. 

in the contoured depth values *iich may aoourit to 

for the shallow depths and approximately * 

values, always bein^ less than 20^.

W*Mr,^ i^p*^wip ^w*— T' . '7iTT-5HSfT-' "ft i-*- - jY^j

?:**:j;--::,|"f;f'"' : "' " f - ; ;j. j'S'^p^*^
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the, delay times by use of the depth chart, at the
f.'. V ""' J . ' : - p''

agree Satiafactorilj with, tue depths

'relative values along anyone profile can
,' ' t

accurate than between adjacent profiles

mi
-- , na-Mi - ~- ..-- ,- ! ,"i"i.3*;T;a,-;- -:;~-l!g^p

..i~; (ii

li

FWtVfcfiiuZ ^^..^Fp'Mi-,

Map No. 2 .shows the relative elevations and
- - , ^ ., * ' ' i '" ". . ", - li,r

bedrock aurf ace. A number of 'high and low trends 4re c]^own:by the

heavy dot-dash lines. The high trends probably

of bedrock which are relatively more resistant to

than the surrounding rocks. In several cases these

match the positions of underlying diabase

(and areas) are related to the weathering and

softer materials. They belong to one or nore of
J" i. ' - L . '"' ,." ;' i'. 1 ... !''' !*

(a) lows on the flanks of highs ' l ^i5 l

(b) lows along tho strike of the lavas, sedimentsv or 

carbonate zones

(c) lows along faults or shear zones l "^ ; 

(b) Bedrock Identification by Marker Velocity 

': l he sane methods of marker vel 

attempted here aa on the CaseyHHarris Project* On 

velocities are shown in color in order to laake 

correlation more apparent. Some care must be exercisedJ^o avoid 

confusion of these colored velocity profiles wl^th^gliJ^^C^ 

especially of the diamond drill hole septior^ Along the Special line 

near Profile 62E and also those near Profile 62B* 

colors were chosen to roughly match what ere probably 

geological formations. ^
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Velocities on this project ranged from aftprox^lMiliiJy 1

per second to 20,1*00 feet per second. In practically e-
' ' - ' - •:\"- : r"."".':Vi"C /K .'V..- '-.-'S':-i!v,4fc 

of 18,800 feet per second or higher are

diabase diKes and sills 8 This is based 

Profiles U2E and 90E. The lower velocities ar* 

sediments and syenite.

A large number of scattered segments of high velocity, as 

with diabase which may or may not be directly under the profile, ocourl 

on the velocity map. These segments have been connected on the basis of 

certain considerations to form a definite network of diabase dikes ftfldif 

sills* . . \..'-" ' ^'."v '^l'--'y 

(c) Features of Interest - - - . • •:.'.,:: :v \ ^^:^[i: ]:^

^arliest findings by diamond drilling placed 

apparent faulting and shearing in the vicinity.of 

Profile 62E with the Base Line. A main purpose of 

was to ascertain if this low and/or associated 

the claims. It has been found that while there is 

low there (with associated thick overburden), it i 

and does not extend linearly across the claims* ;

Wherea?, the continuity of a low trend across 

the possibility of a fault (No. l) across 

Hap No. 3, is not denied and in fact has several 

evidence. They erfc:

(1) There is a small-scale elongation 

described above.

(2) There is a low spot at 

nearly in alignment with that elongation.

*^^^"-^fe-i



-Q- --'7:.-^;-:

n A-.

(3) There is shearing present in the

southeast of item 2,
", 'f* /-i. 

(li) There are marker transitions on raost

the vicinity of the fault crossings.

(5) There is evidence of faulting in the 

drill holes near Profile 62R. .

(6) A similar fault has beenj

(7) Slightly mineralized east-west to 

striking quartz veins, occurring on outcrops in the 

the map, in the vicinity of the postulated fault, may 

related to movement on the fault*

(tt) A north-south shear 

on an outcrop at 19-fOOS on Profile 90E.

A second postulated fault (So.' 2) is shown on 

has the following supporting evidences -

(1) velocity transitions on most of the

(2) shearing in outcrops at the northwest

(3) shearing in the sectional drilling 

(it) possible lateral displacements of 

east end of the fault as drawn

*

Aa stated above, the Porcupine "break", 

believed to enter the D.G.C. c laiais area from the 

syenite outcrops shown on the map and the arw of graiSiitS 

claims. It has been presumed to swing eastward into Ittchawl
^ ' -' V ~ ~"~. '- *-#-i-? ' ' -.^i -- •'~" '

and connect with a carbonate aone trending east*northeast in the sou

-v--? ::;-:--';;;;^:,;ffff,S3:v
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axis, along which syenites and carbonates iasy;occur

within and south of the indicated position of the PorcupineHbrftak'U :'
: . . - . . , ^ 11.* ". :i r- . . .V".. .-.. .

- r ; -::'7 - | fc,'4i?L::(
^ .fi11 "•-'.y '"'"..i

Postulated fault (ho. k ) is bated primarily on,thejrrorth- S 

northwestward projection of a fault shown on the government geological f;V t 

map of Guibord Township. Evidencesto substantiate this fault ^are suggestive 

but not conclusive. ,

(1) Poor data 12+OOS on Profile 82K and 2+OON oh Profile 

t! allow this fault to go through at there points. .The poor data may

- J , ,- -.. ..i T" i.";:™ LI. 11 **i~™""! '.-w ,*a"

.
- . '-- ' "'./ : '... :*;".:.,,. - 'i 

be a result of the Disturbed nature of the rocks at these points,* -~ f - , -t, s

(2) A low trend near Profile 82E lies 

fault. . : " - ;y:

(3) A small lateral displacement of the rocks on 

side of the map is posoibla and such displacement coul* 

this fault o

(it) Apparently displaced anomalies in the'SiaglMiSili:i-?l: 

near the southern end of the fault,are suggestive of fai

Another fault possibility (No. 5) is 

on Profile ii2E. evidences for this fault are:

(1) strong northwest trending low (Map No,

(2) isolated area of very low-speed materi41!1?n 

of the Pase Line (Map No. 3) . : *"
, ' - .. r 1 i:

-* ' - - : ' '' " ~. l ~.'"'' i ™ " """"'

(3) poor data on Froiile i*2fi near tne, Baee 

of faulting (Map No. 3) - :. , ! 

(li) parallelism with other northwest faults 

parallelism with strong magnetic trends

' 1:;i..;.,'5ifei!
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The high velocities of iTom 18,8PO to ,2C
- ^ ' - ' ." -' " ' , ~ '

were correlated with diabase on the basis -of relooitf 

on Profiles 1*2E and 90S. No other rocks in tbe 

have velocities as high as these. The foilowin 

been postulated from the high velocity segments

A well-defined diabase dike occurs on thS 

(soe Map No. 3). It trends southeast from approximately 

Profile li'c'E and meets the Baee Line near 1*6*JO^S. 

the Pase Line eastward to the vicinity of 58*OOE and 

ward, crosses the Special Line, and then follows 

Supporting evidence for this dike comes from 

the Special Line where this dike has been intersected, .4|( 'Q 

hole No. 1. A small subsidiary dike may Branch 

cross Prorile 62E at 3+^06. On Map No. 2 

Profile U2E through ij+OOS on Profile 62E 

This nigh along tho dike is probably due 

to weath&rin?, relative to the surrounding rocks,, -

A fairly high anomaly from tbe ground 

remarkably well with .thi*; dike, 

interpreted as representing the 

presumably could follow this contact near the. 

Profiles ^6E and ^6fc,out cuts across tfce sediaehtB 

along pro i ile 62ii f The northwest extension of 

is uncertain. It may continue 

the diabase dike shown on the adjacent outcrop 

as shown is only approximate, but It ouft be 1 

Profiles U6E and 5Ufi show no indications of it. This M
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diKe -width is of the same order of magnitude as

fc.g. 100 feet or less). At Profile 50B, south of -the^:B*|*:j||tip ;: a

northerly trending dike may be present as

Worth of y+OON on Profile fjQfi/high velocities 

diabase mass 0 Coincidental with this is a sharp Bagnetl 

diahase could be the eastward extension'of the curved d: 

occurring on the outcrop to the west. Two faults

diabase at this point.

A diabase dike crosses the volcanic and sedimentary
J ' . , ' .. ,... V- ,!'' ..i.. . : -.

in the southeastern portion of the area* It cuts

nuar 13+008 and swings north-eastward across Prof iles. .^1*1,

'iue diku has been traced for a considerable'distance to

t ne basis of outcrops. A high axis on Map ijo. 2 a^-iill-as.

trending magnetic hitrh (using a slighl

coincide with the position of the dike, , Near

trie dike may be deflected by a postulated fault (No. I)* :v|'aul1b . ,

Nos. ? a-nd/or it may offset or deflect the dike neatt1

of Profile 66lsi 0 The segment at tiie south e^d of ,Profi?fe B2^ over

diarase, does not have the expected high velocity,

low velocity of 16,600 feet per second* This may

bending of the picket line westward near

seismograph profile just missed the dike. Small e'

can be expected on picket lines over 1/2-fdle

M

f 4*"!?*^";?!^

V. v:

'*..'~, i • --:: .i|lsi ",.,:-.::r|f3-r-^" ..-•;r. 

'



A parallel dike to the one mentioned above 

feet further west. This dike cuts across Profil 

and swings northeast across profiles d2t, 86E, 90®i 

definite indications of the dike were seen on Proftlfcr 

could cross this profile at a large angle. This dike 

observed on outcrops in the vicinity of the Claims but 2000 feet to 

the south a diabase dike occurs in the expected position relative to 

the afore-mentioned dike. The northeast trending Ipjr-at* i^^'on 

Pro!ile ?81; (see Map No. 2) follows the nest edge of. 

be the result of differential weathering of the softer 

this dike and artother dike on its northwest side o NO 

are evidentc

Between Froiiles 82JS and 86E there are 

dixe tranches. The northerly nranch may join the lar 

indicated near the Rase Line. Thii pass appears to be 

continuation of the large diabase swarm cutting aefoes. 

on the north side of the claims. The two diiuaond drill"^liiiWfar 

Profile 62B intersect this diabase swarm. Some of the 

on the north ends of Profiles ?8E, 82E, and 66E may also 4ie^lift* t^ 

diabase as explained later in text. . - : ; --, 4v

- :*. --* .""V'T

'^'•' ' '- '-S^H- ;' ~ '~"" ~!y*~

Diabase is indicated at the north end of D*"***i— ^'-fc *t^ ^ ^/? 

E. Thesa are interpreted as extensions of the dikes dutci 

the northe At the south ends of the above profiles higl 

indicate diabase out a complete resolution of this dati

At the north end of Profile 62fi diabase ^ij^ti^s OOCUJP* 

The interpretation of a di^ase dike is supported by a iioi:
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trending magnetic high. This was assumed to ae the strike 6t..w* , *.*~?*;VSfpi?

A number of other occurrences of diabase are indicated but | 

extensions to these presumed dikes are uncertain. In additionr it is r 

possible to connect some of tno velocity segments somewhat...Differently^ 

so that tne interpretation of the dikes as presented is not everywhere 

unique.
-.---g; .',i~--

No piear-cut separation of velocities between the sediments 

and lavat *as iound; although, in general, the sediments appear to
.j ...in", i'- ,- .- 

-'S, ' [ '^

have a somewhat higher velocity. The volcanic and sedimentary rock j;? U 

velocities ranged between lu,U60 feet per second and 16,600 feet per !|y 

second for the most part. Velocities obtained may sometimes be an - ' f^'.\ 

unresolved intepration of two or more diiferent components. Accordingl|| ^ 

oblique crossings of diabase dikes across profiles may modify the ;| 

velocity determinations of the matrix appreciably and maar account for ,; -. 

some oi the rapid changes in velocity oet*een adjacent, profiles, borne '| 

of the odd velocities which nave no continuity from one profile to j ; 

another ma/ also t e accounted for by the presence" of diabase* : ,3 ? 

ft wavy line nas been drawn on liap No. 3 to designate the i;^. ..-; 

limits of thft 1 5 t ^(J - 16,600 feet per second velocity zone,; It is, c| f 

obvious from geological considerations and the magnetic trellis that ::; ^ 

this Bone door not correspond with the regioriai structure 

main complicating features relieved responsible for tne 

are diabase di*es and silis, syenite introsives, carbonate zones, ' : 

faults, tind -to eoBft. instances snarp^burjied topographic jinfiulations of ' j|[

the bedrock surface. Some of the boundaries of this zone ajppe&r to bi;|'f
.- , , - . :-.^:""" . --.:,-:."--.. ::'.yife;| 

• linear and suggest faulting as discussed above (e.g. Fault No. 2). "If :

- ;rf*Spy-

,,.^vjy
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An increase in velocity along certain profiles, 

nortnerly portions of Profiles ?8E, 62iS and S6& 

with the crossing of numerous narrow diabase

The southern portions oi tho proiiies east; of 

are difficult to interpret due to th'e large hujnber of h: 

segments resulting from refractions off numerous cd abase ^ 

short segments of loir velocity which remain are generally based oh : -"If^S^S 

relatively lev. detectors, allowing considerable

the velocit/ through the plotted points. .For this reason ajid also ,- ;;iii;j;fJJ3 

because there is small velocity contrast, no unique^-coal&iidt^drt-'.lw" ^41^^*8' . " '^-ft '" ::s :̂ :'^^' :'-'^^i:^''
drawn between the sediicentary belt and the lavas to the, iioj'l^ on the 3f SS 

ba^is of seismograph information. An approximate contact has *'.;- -J^vjSyfl;'

on Map No. j, ; J ased primarily upon known geological information -and /oil"*t|5M:
' ' . . '' : -"*f ". y^''": ''\,^.'"|ft^|;!lpl

a magnetic flexure. There are some velocity

T'V .-s*-j;

which have influenced its location in small dtgree. 

of the sediiaents arid lavas could be made on the b 

depth of erosion, as no continuous low or shoulder

DIAMOND DRILLING SUOGblSTl'QNS

Ute feel that the present interpretation has" f

shear zones aid otner favorable areas for ore deposition warranting ;ii i 

investigation with the diamond drill. Suggested location^ f6lf(^:' ;1?-r ?

(1) The art; a in the neighborhood of the j^se-tih^^etweej3'Hi: 6i*.3l
. - ' i , c ' - - -'f . -; ".-., '"iSi'i.- '- ' fsi

Froiiles 90E to y8K is believed to be the beet di-iilingffl^i^itl'on-'oin-' : th||
- - - - -- :" ..- " ' . .-' ' f- , ~(f

- .ri " ;"-v ' ::- .-;. :-^.:- ' -'t*2: Si
hasis of the interpretation. A series of possibly 3 holes is s

along a line from 8+OON on I-rofile yOE south-eou\heast towards

on Profile JkE as shown on Map No, 3* The purpose of this sectional *

Et-t1 i*r ;. ; iJi ^f:?*™-^
S^-'to:S*^l
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drilling would be to prove ana locate.nore 

Fault No. 3 as well as to cest the validity of 

: od,- in the neighborhood of the Porcupine •"break'1 .
i . . - .

requisites for ore occurrence (both faulting and 

are oelievea t y be present, it is :possiblf! teat th 

encounter ore c l he suggested position of the 

uhcJLicw overburdsn and may avoid n os t of

|2) Diamond drilling near fl+OON just 

suggested to provu the exiet'anfto of and locate 

postulated faults o Ore possibilities are greater 

offfault zones.

(3) Diamond drilling near the 

or 5J8E is sugrested to intersect postula 

of the fault planes hero increases the probability 

developing during faulting to allow the migration" of 

the formation of ore. ,"

(k) D iamond drilling alorve

near froiiles ?8K or 62ii where the fault crosses the 

contact and intersects postulated Fault Ho. k. This 

validity of the two faults as well as tne coj^ten^ o^ ihlfJBOntact 

zone which could be mineralized near toe faults.

k • i*'"'-/^ ' '-"
,- ,-y..t Tt.Si

: " J I 'Ti

rijiv -JS5S
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MAPS AND REFERENCES

D.G.C* Map of Guibord Township Claims (group I)

November 23, iy50 by M . D . McCullOCh. '

D.G.C. ttapnetometer Survey, Guibord Township, Scale i l*

October 13 to November li*, 1950, H. Reimer. V v ; ;' r

Preliminary Map of Guibord Township, District of Cochrane., |
'" VT i" .' :

Scale: l" - 1/2 mile by V. K. Prest, 19U6. -4'" 

Preliminary Map of Ikilchaud Township, District Of Cochrane,

Scale: l" - 1/2 mile by J. Satterly, iyU6f ; ^ , 

Hoss tiiue by W. A. Jones (p. 570-579) from Structural Orology of

Canadian Ore Deposits, Chapter III, Part 6, |^|j, 

D.Q.C. Guibora Diamond Drill Logs

1;*7S:^-.':.i.3M

;^:^s

.lUMih .1.. K. j^JTiijC.^ ™,J:.B: - .-T7 7'Hf' i--; .." , s.i

.^.

. '.r'"'*1?fi' ' ,'SsA
*;*k mi;fe?S fc-iuai •-—p
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Kecordinr pap;r speed used was l foot'per sjSOpiidL ,f; 

13 tr^rss ixn.np; used per record. Of these, 12 

events and l to record the time break.

Discussion of Data . - i * 

Vie i eel that the data obtained could not have 

improved with different techniques using present 

that the iirr.it of accuracy, now placed at about *,002 

largely by suparficial surface conditions and the 

in spite of pains being taicen to seat them firmly. This 

is b need upon the fact that repeat observations (e*i?. li 

i if f e rt nt snot points) show this aaount of soatterlj^ ;;^||||i^ ^'{j||^ 

to read evaiits to a relative accuracy of less than *C 

recoros. Tt may be that use of detectors having a 

pushed into the ground would help reduce the limit bf Iie5u|t.*cy1i: l, 

idea is that instrumentation designed to record frequencies of -200 tp Sfc;i^r;piJIl 

uCO cycles per second would help. The usefuln? 

hut some experimentation n th it is desirable.

Surve^ying - ,

Since the survey was conducted over the saato 

previoisty for ground napnetor^tor work, very little

surveying wss necessary. Iftis and the fact that no long shots were ^-iipl' 

necessary speeded up the work considerably. All the lines were •••run ;wi4r"jlt^:i^ 

picxet linea excepting tne Base Line which had been c\it 

as a transit Line, MO elevation control was used, except over a ;-Co 

of outcrops, as the surve/ was conducted over a f airly level? s*i

the most psrto '^ ; . - • •";."" : : *
: ,. '-j -- "-'7;'-""-' '"-'---. j;ii|f" :':7SS
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APPENDIX 

Total liruo and Amount oi' Field sort: , r

The Gui.joid project was shot between August

lit, 1951. This comprises 21 days of actual seismic work-betwen 

dates and l day lost to rain, out does not include 3 diiys ^I^t^buildi^ s|p;

tractor road and setting up camp and l day spent moving ^dut^^he'.oaap* |ff:;'.lj|p
-. '.V-: -;F- :"'^f:'.^.-- ^f^^feiiil 

All the camp equipment was brought out to Matheson

prior to this and returned when the crew moved to

In-line refraction Shooting Was used throughout the
- - ~ *" ,- .. . - yA - - • *-" r: ' '

A total of 55 spreads were shot from 156 shot points* 

600 detector positions along 56,150; feet of line* 

between 1,000 and 1,100 feet with 11 or 12 evenly, 

generally -ised. For overburden velocity

detector distances w..re employed, with a corresponding |0^fijpt
-. - , - ' ~- - f"'i^-\™*,''^rj^ffijv?**-* 

' " '/'.J-j-l *.[jl '' L1*

of the first two detectors. Shot-detector distances ranged froi 

to 500-feet. ' . y, ''.' -, ' : , v ' ^ -.-(,

Of the 156 shot points used, 10 were in diai^m4^iil^plii6-*f ̂  

and 2 were surface shots. A total of 786 feot Of 

The holes average 5 feet in depth with a maximum 

The dynamite cnarges in these holes varied from l 

an average charge per hole of approximately 3 pounds:

A total of 520 pounds of dynamite was used,

The number of aien on the crew ^varied- 

averaged around 8 to 9 nien. Approximately Ji J 1/2 

per quarter mile of Iine 0

FrequenciuS of the first arrival4 itare generally of the oi
1 - . l '.H . . ,l . , j* 1. F, - i|. ; . .'S'h!^ .Jlrt

of 100 cycles per second. Later events appear to have lomir fr*quenc"i

' ., r .^-; ..ti.ii- ^.; i" s.'- -* j 

•''•;:,.^. - '-
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Instrument Used

A complete set of Southwestern Industrial 

Portable Seismograph equipment was used in the survey*

A more elaborate dic-cuosion of e quipment aid field'proc 

is given in Heport Canada-S-8l5 of the Casey-Harris

Approved for transmitted.:

mes

.f; .^
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